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Introduction: Paul Sermon



The project aims:
G To respond to the now urgent needs of the creative and performing arts sector.
G To identify an alternative approach to web-conferencing, which confines us to webcam boxes.
G To conflate these disconnected images with background sets and environments.
G To create telepresence solutions for widespread immediate use across the performing arts.

A dramatic shift from the paradigm of the web-conference grid, to one in which our experience of online 
connection is heightened and re-envisioned through the superimposition of our bodies in virtual spaces.



The research team:
• Prof Paul Sermon (Principle Investigator) University of Brighton, pioneered telematic video art since 

‘Telematic Dreaming’ in 1992. Produced over 100 internationally exhibited installations, including 
commissions from ZKM Karlsruhe and the Millennium Dome UK. Directed AHRC telepresence art 
project ‘3x4’ in 2014 and advisory editor for ‘International Journal of Performance Arts and Digital 
Media’ (Routledge).

• Prof Steve Dixon (Co-Investigator) President of LASALLE College of the Arts Singapore, theorist, 
practitioner and author of ‘Digital Performance’ (MIT Press 2007) and ‘Cybernetic-Existentialism’ 
(Routledge 2020). Director of digital performance company ‘The Chameleons Group’. Co-director of the 
AHRB ‘Digital Performance Archive’, journal editorial boards include ‘Body, Space and Technology, 
‘CTheory’ and ‘Global Performance Studies’.

• Ms Hina Patel (Project Manager) University of Brighton, Research Enterprise & Social Partnerships.

• TBC (Technical Assistant) University of Brighton, Information and Digital Technologies.
•



The research team:
• Dr Satinder Gill (Research Consultant), research affiliate in the Centre for Music and Science at the 

University of Cambridge, researching the body in sense-making and presence, author of ‘Tacit 
Engagement’ (Springer 2015), editor of ‘Cognition, Communication, and Interaction’ (Springer 2007), 
associate editor of ‘International Journal AI & Society’.

• Dr Randall Packer (Research Consultant), composer, media artist and co-author of ‘Multimedia: From 
Wagner to Virtual Reality’ (Norton 2002). Developed the Open Source Studio learning environment and 
networked performance art research at Nanyang Technological University in Singapore. Founder of the 
Third Space Network Internet broadcast channel for performance and creative dialogue, in Washington DC.

• Dr Sita Popat-Taylor (Research Consultant), former Professor of Performance and Technology, University of 
Leeds, background in dance and choreography. Co-editor of ‘Digital Movement’ (Palgrave 2015). Director 
of AHRC ‘Error Network’ project on dance and HCI design and advisory editor for ‘International Journal of 
Performance Arts and Digital Media’ (Routledge).

•



Project partners:



Equipment and system we are using:



Telematics Node
Brighton

TELEPRESENCE LABORATORY

Dramaturgy Node
Singapore

Scenography Node
Washington DC



Working with 8 performing arts companies:
Residency Groups/ genres :

Youth Theatre
Dance and Choreography
Regional Playhouse
Performance Venues/Festivals
Comedy/Cabaret
Musical Theatre
Experimental Theatre
Director’s Theatre





Some pilot studies we have already made:

Pandemic Encounters 23 May 2020

Telematic Quarantine 7 November 2020



::: BEING [TOGETHER] IN THE DEEP THIRD SPACE - SATURDAY 23 MAY 2020
A Networked Performance Installation by Paul Sermon in collaboration with Randall Packer, 
Gregory Kuhn & the Third Space Network











Telematic Quarantine is a layered video environment and experience of domesticity, fantasy 
and dream in COVID times. Streaming on YouTube Live, on Saturday 7th November 2020, 
7.30am to 10.00am GMT / 6.00pm to 8.30pm ACDT.







Expected outcomes:
Each residency will culminate in a live-streamed public performance demonstrating unique 
telepresence solutions to be immediately disseminated via multiple easy-to-use PDF help guides, 
step-by-step video tutorials and open-source resources

The outcomes will become available following each residency, disseminated through a dedicated 
project website, until a full range of telepresence stage solutions are available for a broad range of 
performing arts genres.

In the final two months of the project, we will collate contextual background descriptions and reports 
from each residency, along with video documentation, interviews, essays, technical schematics, chat 
transcripts and drawings to be published online as the Telepresence Stage Handbook, a complete 
multimedia toolkit for online performance in the wake of COVID-19.



Thank you:

Prof Paul Sermon, Principle Investigator: p.sermon@brighton.ac.uk

Ms Hina Patel, Project Manager: h.patel3@brighton.ac.uk

Funded by the UKRI COVID-19 open call


